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PRIORITIZE YOUR VULNERABILITY RISKS

uu
Tripwire’s proactive vulnerability

management solutions discover
comprehensive endpoint and
network intelligence and apply
advanced analytics to prioritize
vulnerabilities—flagging the
greatest risks so security teams
can make quick, quality decisions
within a rapidly changing threat
landscape. u

Vulnerability management is the current evolution from early vulnerability
assessment systems that labored to find vulnerabilities, which created
reams of data for IT teams to wade through. Today’s threat environment
is unimaginably different, with thousands of new vulnerabilities reported
annually. The sheer volume of launched attacks demands best-in-class
vulnerability management solutions that deliver comprehensive discovery to
support the entire vulnerability management lifecycle.
Up-to-date vulnerability management is critical, especially as the time
between vulnerability discovery and the release of an exploit is, in some
cases, narrowing to zero. Evolving technology constantly increases attack
vectors into enterprises, and unmanageable numbers of vulnerabilities and
required patches means that continuous monitoring and remediation is
crucial to achieve enterprise security.

RISK-BASED SECURITY MANAGEMENT SOLUTIONS

Tripwire’s proactive vulnerability
management solutions discover comprehensive endpoint and network
intelligence and apply advanced analytics
to prioritize vulnerabilities—flagging the
greatest risks so security teams can make
quick, quality decisions within a rapidly
changing threat landscape.
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Mso8-067: Microsoft Windows Server Service RPC Handling
Code Execution Vulnerability

10

25117

WIND RIVER VXWORK WDB Agent: Debug Service Remote Access 10
Breach

17174

10

2941

COMPLETE COVERAGE FOR
ENTERPRISE NETWORKS
Tripwire’s vulnerability management
solutions deliver:
»»Industry-leading discovery of all
network assets including hosts, applications, web applications, services,
vulnerabilities and configurations
»»Objective risk metrics and automated
reporting to measure network security
risk and track progress over time
»»Customer-designated asset values to
place security risk in the context of the
business
»»Scalability to the largest networks in
the world
»»Integration with existing IT systems
for maximum coverage and minimal
operational disruption
»»Deployment at customer location, as
a cloud-based service, or in combination, for maximum flexibility and
value

MS11-004: Microsoft IIS Service Heap Buffer Overrun Vulnerability 10

930

CESA-2008:0890 Wireshark Buffer Overflow

10

118

IBM WebSphere Application Server JSP Unspecified Vulnerability

10

0

Apple Mac OS X Net-SNMP Remote Authentication Bypass
Vulnerability
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FIG.

1 Network and host-level asset values provide prioritization within the
context of business value, function, geography and business unit.

EXCLUSIVE VULNERABILITY
COVERAGE GUARANTEE
Tripwire provides the most timely
vulnerability intelligence through the
company’s Vulnerability and Exposure
Research Team (VERT), dedicating
world-class security and vulnerability
researchers, a state-of-the-art lab and
unwavering attention to the changing
threat environment. Tripwire VERT
identifies emerging vulnerabilities and
creates unique detection signatures
that are constantly updated in Tripwire
vulnerability and risk management
solutions—delivering unprecedented
vulnerability discovery coverage.

VERT protects Tripwire customers with
an exclusive 24-hour Microsoft Security
Advisory Service Level Agreement. The
Tripwire guarantee: Within 24 hours
of a Microsoft advisory, Tripwire IP360
is updated with the signatures to find
those vulnerabilities. This guarantee is
unique in the industry.

uu Tripwire

is a leading global provider of risk-based security and compliance management solutions that
enable organizations to effectively connect security to the business. Tripwire delivers foundational security controls
like security configuration management, file integrity monitoring, log and event management, vulnerability management,
and security business intelligence with performance reporting and visualization. u

LEARN MORE AT WWW.TRIPWIRE.COM OR FOLLOW US @TRIPWIREINC ON TWITTER.
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